The

Orbweaver
Product Suite
Digital transformation starts here.
Digital is now a requirement for business success.
Orbweaver products are easy to understand and
can quickly get you in the game.

“All the way around, from the
technical implementation, to
networking, to overcoming
roadblocks, they’ve been
great to work with.”
David Ginsberg
Vice President of Supply Chain
Sonic Manufacturing Technologies

Sell more parts by improving the
efficiency and accuracy of data
exchanged with suppliers and
customers.
Orbweaver products are software components
designed to be flexibly assembled and deployed
to solve common problems. Each product provides
a specific set of technical functionality. Many of
our customers have specific requirements, and
these individual products provide the ability to
assemble an efficient solution without the need for
costly customization or IT investment.

Products
Digital is now a requirement for business success.
Orbweaver products are easy to understand and
can quickly get you in the game.

DataHub is middleware. It’s a data

DataHub

integration tool that connects Orbweaver’s

Digital transformation starts here.

data providers. Regardless of the data type

Quickly enable digital connections
to any of your customers, suppliers,
or internal systems.

PIM
Finally, a PIM that works.

Effortless management of large
product catalogs and massive
product data imports.

clients to their customers, suppliers and
or structure, DataHub acts as a translator,
connecting systems and companies
seamlessly to each other.

Advance
Automate business processes.

Create workflows to make your
data available and transparent
across multiple departments.

Accelerate
Monetize your own data.

Instantly launch a fully integrated
online store for your customers
and suppliers.

Analyze
Unlock hidden data insights.

Track down hidden data insights
with our powerful product data
analytics tool.

LEARN MORE

www.orbweaver.com

Sell More Parts
While it may be a challenge to find inspiration in
discussing your company’s digital platform, it is
a topic we are passionate about. We aim to help
make manufacturing and distribution supply
chains more agile, more efficient, and more
relevant. Ultimately, we enable our clients to
sell more parts.
LEARN MORE

www.orbweaver.com

“Our partnership with Orbweaver
has allowed us to use their
leading products and collaborate
with their best in class people to
develop JetStream, KEMET’s new
quoting platform that enables us
to be faster, smarter and more
collaborative to respond to the
thousands of lines we quote
globally every day.”
VP Marketing & Digital Engagement
KEMET Electronics Corporation

Learn More
Save time and money by automating
part data import/export, quoting,
ordering, invoicing, and more with
Orbweaver. Request a free consultation
or demonstration with an Orbweaver
industry expert today.

www.orbweaver.com/consultation

